Questions

Q101. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Social skills

Q102. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Ability to work effectively with others

Q099. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Self-discipline

Q098. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Understanding your personal values

Q096. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Setting academic goals

Q100. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Commitment to community service

Q097. Overall Learning Evaluation - To what degree has your fraternity/sorority experience contributed to your: Academic success

= Your institution has a higher mean than the goal (5.5).
= Your institution is within .25 of the goal (5.5).
= Your institution has a lower mean than the goal (5.5) by more than .25.